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Abstract-In this paper, some new kinematic performance
indices are proposed and examined on four planar cable driven
parallel manipulators. The main kinematic indices are based on
kinematic sensitivity and controllable workspace of the robot.
Interval analysis is adopted as a mathematical framework to com
pute feasible kinematic sensitivity and worst kinematic sensitivity
indices. For determining the feasible kinematic sensitivity, the
controllable workspace is combined with the desired kinematic
sensitivity property. The area of the foregoing region and the
worst kinematic sensitivity corresponding to it are introduced as
practical design indices. Then four typical design of planar cable
robot are examined by the following performance measures, and
one of such designs are selected and implemented in practice.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Cable Driven Redundant Parallel Manipulators (CDRPMs)
consist of a moving platform which is connected by the means
of actuated cables to the base. Redundancy is an inherent
requirement for CDRPMs due to the fact that cables can only
pull but cannot push the moving platform. Thus, in a non
singular posture, the moving platform of CDRPM can perform
n Degree-of-freedom (DOF) by considering at least n + 1
cables. CDRPMs are special design of parallel manipulators
(PMs) that heritage the advantages of PMs such as high
acceleration and high load carrying capability and at the same
time, have alleviated some of their shortcomings, such as
restricted workspace.
The workspace analysis of CDRPM is investigated upon
different perspectives and different types of workspace are
proposed in the literature. In short, four different types
of workspace have been introduced: (1) Wrench feasi
ble workspace [3], (2) Dynamic workspace [1], (3) S tatic
workspace [4] and (4) Controllable workspace (CWS ) [13].
In this paper, more emphasis is placed on the control
lable workspace which represents the most general feasible
workspace of CDRPMs. Controllable workspace pertains at
finding the set of poses (position and orientation) of the
moving platform in which any wrench can be generated by
the moving platform while cables are all in tension.
In design of PMs, usually kinematics performance indices
are used to reduce the singularities and to improve the perfor
mance of the mechanism under study. Most popular indices are
Yoshikawa manipulability [14] and the dexterity indices [12],
which entail some limits and as stated in [2], seems to have
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not drawn a consensus among the robotics community [2]. Re
cently, two different indices referred to as point-displacement
and rotational kinematic sensitivities are proposed which their
meaning is thought to be clear and definite to the designer of
a robotic manipulator [7]. These indices provide tight upper
bounds on the magnitudes of the moving platform rotations
and point-displacements, respectively under a unit-magnitude
array of actuated-joint displacement [2], [11].
The mathematical framework of this paper is based on
interval analysis [8], using the INTLAB package. Our interest
toward applying interval analysis to the kinematic analysis
can be summarized as follows: (l) In contrast to many other
intelligent mathematical tools which would result in a lengthy
computational process and may converge to a local optimum,
interval analysis is not a black box, since it requires to combine
heuristics and numerical concepts to make it more effective,
and (2) For the problem in which infinity norm are involved,
interval analysis may solve the problem more efficiently rather
than other methods since infinity norm is a non-analytical
function and consequently mathematical operations are not
tractable.
This paper aims at using several kinematic indices for
surveying the performance of different configurations of planar
CDRPMs. To this end, four different designs with specific
features are studied by using indices such as controllable
workspace area, worst kinematic sensitivity and feasible kine
matic sensitivity (FKS ). FKS workspace is a part of control
lable workspace in which the kinematic sensitivity is less than
a desired value and can be also regarded as a performance
index [5].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First,
the general concept of interval analysis is broadly reviewed.
Then based on the work presented in [11], the general idea
of kinematic sensitivity is recalled. The paper follows by
introducing the set of indices used for evaluating the CDRPMs
under study in this paper, namely, the feasible kinematic sensi
tivity workspace and the worst kinematic sensitivity within the
workspace of the robot. Next, these indices are calculated for
several designs of CDRPMs and different designs are surveyed
with the viewpoint of feasible kinematic sensitivity and more
practical indices such as feasibility fabrication, mechanical
interference and valume of moving platform.
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II.

BACKGROUND MATERIALS

A. Interval Analysis
Interval analysis is amongst the numerical methods pro
posed in the literature that allows to safely solve the problem,
and to obtain a guaranteed result. The basic principles of
interval analysis are simple, where efficient implementation
requires a high expertise level. In interval analysis, one deals
with intervals of numbers instead of the numbers themselves:

[x] = [!,x] = {xix E R,! :s; x :s; x}

(1)

where! is the left endpoint and x is the right endpoint of the
interval. In this paper, interval analysis is not introduced in
detail, since it is beyond the scope of this study and reader
are referred to [9] for a more comprehensive detail. It should
be noted that all the interval algorithms proposed in this paper
are implemented in Matlab which uses INTLAB, a package
supporting interval calculations.
B.

A= _JT = [AIIA21 ...IAI1+tll1x(I1+1),

wf=

-Ai, i = 1, . . .,n + l

(3)
In which A and J denote the structure and Jacobian ma
trix, respectively, and wf is the fundamental wrench vector.
According to the proposed theorem in [15], the controllable
workspace can be obtained when all the determinant of the
following matrix are positive.

b.ij=det[Al...Aj-l -Wi Aj+l...A;-lA;+1...AI1+1],i"/= j

Kinematic Sensitivity Indices

Kinematic sensitivity is defined as the maximum error that
occurs in the Cartesian workspace as a result of bounded errors
in the joint space (11 p ll :s; 1) . In order to obtain consistent unit
indices, two indices have been defined in [2]:
and
in which, p E JRI1 represents small actuator displacements and
x = [p, <p] stands for the pose of the moving platform. More
over, c = { 2,00 } and f = { 2, 00 } are respectively the types of
norm for which the constraint and the objective are expressed.
From the results obtained from [11], it can be inferred that two
situations may correctly represent the kinematic sensitivity:
(1) The constraint and objective functions are both expressed
using oo-norms (c = f = 00) which will be used for the purposes
of this paper and (2) The constraint and objective functions
are expressed respectively with 00 and 2-norms (c = 00 f = 2).
,

III.

wrenches in order to provide a physical interpretation of
controllable workspace. Moreover, an analytical method is
developed to determine the controllable workspace of redun
dant CDRPMs based on fundamental wrenches. The proposed
method is generally applicable to any cable manipulators with
any redundant cables as long as its Jacobian matrix is of full
rank. The set of fundamental wrench for cable manipulator
with one degree of redundancy refers to a set of n + 1 vectors;
each of them is equal to an opposite direction of column vector
of Jacobian transpose as [15]:

KINEMATIC PERFORMANCE INDICES

This section is devoted entirely to an overview on the
computation of the kinematic sensitivity of CDRPMs, based
on the results obtained by authors in detail in [5]. More
specifically, the main objective of this section is to investigate
the proposed interval-based algorithm in [5] which leads to
obtain a region within the workspace of the mechanism,
referred to as feasible kinematic sensitivity workspace, where
the kinematic sensitivity is less than a desired value, (Jd. In
extension to the latter work and as the main contribution of
this paper, the worst kinematic sensitivity is proposed which
provides an insight into the performance of the mechanism
under study.

A. Feasible Kinematic Sensitivity
As aforementioned, the controllable workspace is consid
ered in this paper [l3]. For controllable workspace analysis,
the analytic method proposed in [15] is used. In this method a
set of external wrenches is introduced and called fundamental

(4)
The method to obtain the FKS workspace is introduced
previously by the authors in [5]. The volume of feasible
kinematic sensitivity can be used as a suitable measure for
optimal design of such manipulators. In fact, this region is
produced from blending controllable workspace and the area
having the desired kinematic sensitivity.
B.

Worst Kinematic Sensitivity

The main concern of this part is to provide an interval
analysis-based determination for the maximum kinematic sen
sitivity (point-displacement or rotational) within the control
lable workspace of a planar CDRPM. The method used for
finding the maximum value of a function is based on the
simplest and most accurate global optimization algorithm
which is described in [9] with great details and for what
follows a briefly overview is provided. The objective consists
in obtaining the maximum magnitude of a given function, f (x)
called f*, using interval analysis. The main idea to solve this
problem lies in the following relation:
r ==

max( inf( ( Ci))) :s; f* :s; max( sup( F ( Cj))), 1 :s; j:S; n (5)

where Cj are constitutive sub-intervals of interval [X] and n
is the number of constitutive sub-intervals and inf( F ( Ci)) and
sup( F ( Ci)) are the lower and upper bounds of interval F ( Ci).
Based on the above relation, if the upper bound of F (Cj)
is smaller than the lower bound of F(C;), i "/= j, certainly
the inner points of Cj interval will have smaller fitness with
respect to C; and do not include the optimum point and
should be excluded from the rest of the computation process.
The pseudo-code presented in Table I shows the calculation
algorithm for obtaining the worst kinematic sensitivity in the
robot workspace. In this pseudo-code, D is an interval vector
which encompasses the robot workspace (controllable space)
and is the input function argument. Also KSO is an interval
function which calculates the point-displacement or rotational
kinematic sensitivity of its interval argument. At the end, the
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TABLE I
THE PSEUDO-CODE FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE WORST KINEMATIC
SENSITIVITY WITHIN THE WORKSPACE.

/

I

Function: Compute-Max-Kinematic-Sensitivity(D)
S - D } - 1 Results -l'i
or=max(inf(KS(S)))
for i=1 : size(S)
if or :s: (sup(KS(S(i))))
R(j)=S(i)
}=J+l
end
end
while R#l'i
k=argmaxj(inf(KS(R(j))))
X=R(k)
split X into X(l) and X(2)
'f=max(inf(KS(X(1)))' inf(KS(X(2))))
if or < 'f
'f=or
end
for n= I: 2
if or:S: sup(KS(X(n)))
if width(KS(X(n)) :S:.5
Results =ResultsUX(n)
else
R=RUX(n)
end
end
end
end

/
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output of the pseudo-code are sub-intervals, called Results,
that determine the worst kinematic sensitivity according to the
arbitrary accuracy specified by 8.
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KINEMATIC PERFORMANCE INDICES

Four designs of planar CDRPM's are the central subject
of this paper to be analyzed by the introduced kinematic
performance indices. These designs are called V-inverted V;
X; upper-lower V and U-inverted U and are depicted schemat
ically in Fig. 1. These CDRPMs perform two translational
DOFs along the x- and y- axes in the x-y plane which is
represented by Pxy and one orientational DOF, </>, around z
axis.
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In Fig. 2(a), the internal region (green area) determines
the controllable workspace. In contrast, the external region
(red area) specifies the uncontrollable workspace. The mid
dle boundary is the region that separates the controllable
workspace from the uncontrollable workspace. By using the
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Figure lea) illustrates a design for which four cables are
connecting two connection points at the moving platform to
two pair of adjacent points at the fixed frame. As it can
be observed from Fig.l(a), the design parameters of this
mechanism are as follows: Ra
10, Rb
10. Figure 2(a)
represents the results obtained for the V-inverted V design for
the controllable workspace, while Figure 2(b) depicts its FKS
workspace.
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I

,

I
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(d) U-inverted U design
Fig. 1.

The schematics of the four proposed CDRPMs.

increases the inertia of the mechanism and as a consequence
reduces the agility of the mechanism. (3) due to shape and the
relatively large dimensions of the platform, by a small force
along the z- axis or a perturbation torque around x- or y- axis it
may perturb the moving platform position from the fYJxy plane
which results in the loss of control of the robot.
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X

(a) The controllable workspace

X Design

Figure 1(b) depicts schematically the second design. In this
design, some parameters such as the moving platform could
have regular or non-regular shapes. However, according to the
manufacturing considerations, it is more convenient that the
fixed frame is rectangular. Thus, it can be shown that this
mechanism admits up to lO design parameters and in order to
have a compact design, with a large the area of the controllable
workspace these parameters should be prescribed. By using
differential evolutionary algorithm [lO], and with regard to
the design constrains 2 � Ra � lO and 0. 1 � Rbi � 1, these
parameters are optimized to have maximum area of control
lable workspace. The results of this optimization are as follow:
Rbj
0. 74, 8bj
270°, Rb2
0. 77, 8b2
284°, Rb3
0. 72,
8b3
75°, Rb4
0. 70, 8b4
88°, Ra lO, 8a 34°. Then, the
controllable workspace of this design for <p
0 is computed
by interval analysis and is demonstrated in Fig. 3(a). The
periphery solid line ellipsoids shown in the Fig. 3(b), and
throughout this paper, depict the areas with maximum (worst)
rotational kinematic sensitivity. Furthermore, the periphery
dash line ellipsoids indicate the parts of the controllable
workspace that have the worst point-displacement kinematic
sensitivity.
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(b) The FKS workspace
Fig. 2.
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The interval illustration for the results of the V-inverted V design.

pseudo-code of Table I and according to the specified ac
curacy, 0, the worst point-displacement or rotational kine
matic sensitivity in the controllable workspace, max( (Jp ) and
max( (Jr ) , are obtained and their value are shown in Table II.
In a situation that the worst rotational or point-displacement
kinematic sensitivity would be greater than the desired value,
FKS workspace will have smaller area than the controllable
workspace, since there is no area of controllable workspace
with undesired kinematic sensitivity in the FKS workspace.
As it is shown in Table II, the area of the controllable
workspace of this robot for <p
0, is approximately equal to
the FKS workspace area, since the worst point-displacement
and rotational kinematic sensitivity (max( (Jp ) , max( (Jr )) is less
than the desired kinematic sensitivity ( (JPd' (Jrd ) ' According to
Table II, a the prominent characteristic of this design is its
large controllable workspace, so as its controllable workspace
area is about twice the area of that in other designs.
=

As it is detailed in Table II, some of the advantages of this
design can be listed as follows: (1) leading to a maximum
controllable workspace among the proposed mechanisms with
small platforms (2) Entailing the desired point-displacement
and rotational kinematic sensitivity (3) having small moving
platform which makes possible higher speed and acceleration.
On the other hand, the drawback of this design is its com
plex and expensive manufacturing process. In order to avoid
collision among the crossed cables, they should be placed
in various parallel planes parallel to fYJxy plane, which is
more complex and expensive to be manufactured. Moreover,
the moving platform in such a design may perform some
undesirable rotation around x- or y-axis and keeping the
motion in a plane is a prohibitive task.

In summary, one can express illustrious features of this
design as follows: (1) very large workspace that is provided
by large moving platform dimensions. (2) proper mechanism
accuracy (desired point displacement and rotational kinematic
sensitivity) and (3) the collision-free design due to the place
ment of all cables in fYJxY' The following issues can be noted as
the shortcomings of this design: (1) due the dimension of the
moving platform, mechanical interferences are possible with
outer objects close to the base which should be taken into
account for the installation of the robot. (2) large platform
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TABLE II
T HE COMPARISON TABLE OF THE VARIOUS DESIGNS
(8 = 0.01, (Jdp = 0.3 AND (Jd, = 0.2).
Design

CWS

area (m2)

Wap

Wa,

OF

CDRPMs

FKS
area (m2)

Feasibility

Mechanical

fabrication

interference

V-inverted V

297

0.10

0.02

297

x

x

X

158

0.17

0.19

148

x

,(

Upper-lower V

105

0.15

0.91

95.11

,(

x

U-inverted U

151

0.14

0.14

149.6

,(

x

X

X

(a) The controllable workspace

(a) The controllable workspace

x

x

(b) The FKS workspace
Fig. 3.

C.

(b) The FKS workspace

The interval illustration for the results of the X design.

Fig. 4.

Upper-Lower V Design

The third mechanism is illustrated in Fig. I(c). An interest
ing feature of this robot can be regarded as the independence
of the shape and the area of the controllable workspace
from orientation of the moving platform, i. e. , q,. In other
words, as it can be observed from Fig. 4(a) , the controllable
workspace of this mechanism is always an isosceles triangle
the base of which is parallel to the x- axis and for non-singular
posture this area remains constant for different orientation
of the moving platform. According to Fig. I(c), the design
parameters are as follows: Ra
10, Rb
1 and 8
�.
Another interesting issue is that no change occurs in the
shape and area of this controllable workspace with respect
to changes in Rb so that this figure is only sensitive to the
parameters Ra and 8 . However for having a desirable rotational
kinematic sensitivity, the lower bound of Rb parameter should
be obtained which satisfies the latter index. Figure 4(b) shows
the FS K workspace of this mechanism. It can be observed that
the bottom triangle vertex of the controllable workspace has
been removed from the controllable workspace, owing to the
unacceptable rotational kinematic sensitivity.
The positive characteristics of this design may be listed as:
(1) the shape of the controllable workspace is invariant to the
rotation angles (2) performing the desired point-displacement
kinematic sensitivity (3) having a triangular shape for the
controllable workspace (4) having small platform. Regarding
the first item, it should be noted that stability in the workspace
=

=

The interval illustration for the results of the upper-lower V design.

shape is an important issue to guarantee the robot specifica
tions for an external user. In the configurations which do not
have a constant controllable workspace, the region that the
manufacturer presents to a user, will be the intersection area
of the controllable workspaces for different orientations of the
moving platform. It is obvious that this space is less than or
equal to the controllable workspace in a specific orientation.
However, weaknesses of this design are as follows: (1) low
extent controllable workspace, and (2) undesirable rotational
kinematic sensitivity. In order to alleviate this problem Rb must
be chosen as large as possible.

=

D. U-Inverted U Design
Figure I(d) depicts the schematic of the fourth design. It
can be observed that four attachment points at the base are
connected synunetrically to two adjacent points at the moving
platform. The four attachment points at the base, Ai, i 1, . . ) 4
are distributed symmetrically on the perimeter of a circle with
Ra as radius. Having Ra and 8, all of the attachment points of
the cables to the fixed frame can be computed. The moving
platform can be regarded as straight line for which the mobile
frame Oxy is placed at the mid point of the former line. Design
parameters of this mechanism, as indicated in Fig. I(d), are
Ra 10, Rb 1 and 8
�. By using differential evolutionary
algorithm, these above parameters are determined so as the
controllable workspace area for q, 0 is maximized. Fig. 5(a)
and Fig. 5(b) are illustrated respectively the controllable and
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Fig. 6. The planar cable robot built by Advanced Robotics and Automated
Systems (ARAS) at KN Toosi University.
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